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We have studied experimentally the nature of the giant resistance peaks previously observed in
two-dimensional (2D) low-density electron layers on a Si surface at low temperatures and magnetic
fields. The measurements of the low-frequency impedanc. of the metal-oxide-semiconductor struc-
ture indicate that this eR'ect takes place homogeneously over the "2D bulk" and measurements of the
Hall resistance show that the development of the giant resistance peaks is not related to a diminution
in the concentration of delocalized electrons. Both diagonal and Hall conductivities were found to
reach their rninirna near half-integer filling of Landau levels, where the single-particle density of
states should be at its rnaxirnurn value. These results evidently contradict the single-particle local-
ization picture. At the same time, the experimental results are well consistent with the formation
of an electron solid. This solid forms at low electron densities n, & 10 cm and temperatures
T & 1 K in weak or possibly even zero magnetic fields and drives both a~ and o'~„ to zero with de-
creasing temperature. In the vicinity of integer filling factors 1 and 2, the solid melts, thus providing
well-defined quantized-Hall-resistance states.

I. INTRODUCTION

At sufIiciently low temperatures, a low-density two-
dimensional (2D) electron gas is expected to undergo a
transition to a solid phase. So far, the two-dimensional
electron solid (ES) phase has been observed in an elec-
tron system at the surface of liquid helium and in
GaAs/Al Gai As heterostructures. 2 s The ES phase
on a helium surface is formed at zero magnetic field in the
classical regime: E~ && kT, E„[wher eE~ = h xn, /m*
is the Fermi energy; E„=e2(xn, )il2/e, the energy of
the electron-electron interaction; n„ the electron concen-
tration; I' and e, respectively, the effective mass and the
elementary charge; T, the temperature; and t', the dielec-
tric constant]. In heterostructures the electron solidifica-
tion has been experimentally observed only at high mag-
netic fields in the extreme quantum limit: v ( v, 0.2
(here v = n, /nH is the filling factor and nH is the
Landau-level degeneracy number). This v, value is in
agreement with theoretical results, according to which
the energy of signer crystal becomes lower than that of
the electron liquid state at v & 0.15.

The essential difference between heterostructures
and Si metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MOSFET's) is the presence of relatively strong disor-
der in the latter. Even in the extremely-high-mobility
Si MOSFET's, where the importance of the electron-
electron interactions was proved, the disorder impedes
the formation of the incompressible quantum liquid and
turns the Si inversion layer into an insulator state at
v & 0.5 at any n, . Thus the above cited results could
hardly be related to this system. At the same time, it

was pointed out~ that having a larger number of de-
fects reduces the mean-square displacement of electrons
from their equilibrium lattice sites (due to breaking of
infinitesimal translational invariance) and thus aids in
the formation of the ES. Besides, the higher energy of
electron-electron interactions (due to lower mean e at
Si/Si02 interface) and lower kinetic energy of electrons
for the same n, (due to higher m') both favor the for-
mation of the ES in Si inversion layers, increasing the
"cold melting" electron concentration n, . Nevertheless,
no reliable evidence for the existence of the ES in Si
MOSFET's has been reported so far. is

Recently, an unexpected behavior of the longitudi-
nal magnetoresistance, R», has been observed in ex-
tremely high-mobility Si inversion layers at tempera-
tures T ( 1 K. Lowering the carrier concentration below

10 cm results in an increase of the characteris-
tic R peaks at filling factors around v 1.5 and 2.5
by more than 5 orders of magnitude. The temperature
dependence of R ~ maxima at low n, was found to be
R~~ oc e t', with A of order 1 K. The peaks remained
separated by the ordinary integer quantum Hall effect
(I@HE) minima near v = I and 2, where R diminished
at lowering temperature. The observed R~ anomalies
were attributed to single-particle magnetic-field-induced
localization modulated by the I@HE, or to the formation
of an electron solid.

Based on the experimental results, 4 one could not give
preference to either of these models. The questions to
be solved were the following: (i) Is the observed phe-
nomenon a "2D bulk" effect, or is the sharp increase in
resistance a consequence of the narrowing of the effective
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sample width due to the magnetic freeze-out? (ii) Is the
effect related to a diminution in the concentration of de-
localized electrons, which might be due to single-particle
localization'? Some experimental data seem to support
the 2D bulk nature of the effect, but the importance of
these questions demands a more reliable experimental ba-
sis for this statement.

Here we repor t experiment al results, which clearly
show that the development of the giant R~~ maxima is
not related either to a diminution in the concentration
of delocalized electrons or to a decrease in the effective
sample width. Neither can a simple increase of the disor-
der as n, decreases explain simultaneously both the giant
peaks of R and the existence of the well-defined IQHE
minima as the latter requires well-separated Landau lev-
els and hence small disorder. It was also proved that the
measured sample resistance is not affected by the contact
resistances.

At the same time, the observed anomalies in resistance
are well consistent with the formation of an electron solid,
which melts at filling factors around 1 and 2 thus pro-
viding quantized-Hall-resistance states. Both the diag-
onal and Hall conductivities of this solid were found to
tend to zero at low T and n„while o & becomes &( o.

Though the present theoretical models do not describe
dc transport properties of the ES in details, the main ex-
perimental results, such as vanishing diagonal and Hall
conductivities and melting of the solid at integer Ailing
factors, agree with available theoretical predictions.

II. EXPERIMENT

the gate voltage [the n, (U~) dependence was extrapolated
from the high-n, region]. At high n, [Fig. 1(d)], well-
developed IQHE plateaus in p &

are clearly seen, as are
the respective R minima. R peaks at v 1.5 and 2.5
are equal to 14 and 2.5 kO, respectively, and only slightly
depend on n, over the range of electron concentrations
n, ) 1.1 x 10ii cm 2 (see Fig. 2). Lowering the carrier
concentration below this value causes the R peaks to
grow by several orders of magnitude (while the lower-
H peak becomes much greater than the higher-H one)
but they remain separated by the minima around v = 1
and 2. The Hall resistance at half-integer filling factors
remains almost unchanged and equal approximately to
H/(n, ec) [Fig. 1, (c) to (a)]. The R minima and the
Hall plateaus at v = 3, 4, and 5 disappear, and the R~
peaks at v = 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 join the single peak at
v 2.7. R» and p» for n, = 0.86 x 10 ~ cm are not
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The experiments were performed with high-mobility Si
MOSFET (pI"a" = 4.5 x 10 cm /Vs at n, = 3 x 10"
cm~ and at T = 0.25 K) of the "Hall-bar" geometry
(0.8 x 5 nirn~). The oxide thickness was about 2000 A,
and the high-n, zero-field capacitance was 690 pF. Simi-
lar results were obtained for high-mobility samples from
various wafers.

A. ac-resistance rneasurexnents
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At low n, and in the mK temperature region, the high-
R ~ phase has been observed to spread over the entire
range of magnetic fields, making p z measurements prac-
tically impossible. Nevertheless, when the electron solid-
ification is only emerging (until R ~ is less than 300
kD), the p» measurements may give valuable informa-
tion on the concentration of "delocalized" (i.e. , current
carrying) electrons, n~ Hall re.sistance (in contrast to
Hall conductance) is actually known to be almost in-
dependent of scattering processes even at ~,~ ( 1:"
p &

——II/(ngec) (here ~, is the cyclotron frequency and
7 is the electron lifetime). Measurements of longitudi-
nal and Hall resistances were performed at 6.7 Hz with
very low alternating current (( 1 nA rms) in a linear
regime, by the four-terminal technique using two lock-in
amplifiers with 100-MQ input resistance.

Figure 1 shows R and p & dependencies on the in-
verse filling factor (proportional to the magnetic field)
for four different electron concentrations determined by

0
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FIG. 1. Longitudinal and Hall resistances for diR'erent
electron concentrations as functions of v oc II obtained
by four-terminal measurements. The numbers at the tops of
the graphs show n, in units of cm . The data were taken at
T = 240 mK and 6.7 Hz with the ac source-drain current 0.7
nA rrns, (a)—(c), and 2 nA (d). The distance between poten-
tial contacts used was 2.5 mm, and the sample width was 0.8
mm.
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high n, ) rellect the minima of a, which occur when the
Fermi energy lies between neighboring sublevels. As n,
decreases, the magnitudes of these peaks reduce, presum-
ably due to an increase in disorder, and new o. peaks
begin to appear near v 1.5 and 2.7 reflecting the devel-
opment of diagonal conductivity minima at these filling
factors. This is evidently inconsistent with the single-
particle picture in which o. ~ reaches its maxima at half-
integer filling factors where the single-particle density of
states is at a maximum value. Note that the depen-
dencies of Re(Z)oc o on 1/v at low n, are similar to
those for R~~, and the maxima of o. for n, 0.86 to
0.74 x 10 i cm are of order 10 —10" 0 (i.e. , of t, he same
order as the p values obtained by four-terminal mea-
surements). This consistency of p = o /(1+ o' „/o )
and u indicates that o.» && o at this n, region.

To determine whet, her the conductivity is homogeneous
over the sample area on the scale exceeding the oxide
thickness (2000 A), we measured the imaginary part of
the impedance, Im(Z), which is approximately equal to
AC/(uC ) [here AC—:C —C„, where C is the capaci-
tance of the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure,
C„ is the reference capacitance of the bridge, and cu is
the frequency]. As long as measured capacitance is fre-
quency independent, all changes in C can be attributed to
changes in the thermodynamic density of states. The
measured capacitance must diminish with increasing
frequency when (~C) i becomes lower than the mean
o. value due to the "skin efI'ect"; thus the frequency
dependence of C allows one to estimate the average in-
verse conductivity. If the electrons were localized over
most of the sample area (as in the "partial localization"
model), the measured capacitance, being proportional to
the conductive area of the sample, would be much lower
than its high-n, , zero-0 value.

Capacitance dependencies on 1/v [Fig. 3(b)] at n, )
0.9 x 10 ~ cm ~ show the expected minima at in/eger
filling factors corresponding to minima of the density of
states (C is almost frequency independent in this n, re-
gion). The magnitudes of these minima diminish as n,
decreases because of the increase in the density of states
between neighboring levels. This is related to the level
broadening and decreasing level separation which occurs
as n, is decreased and the minima shift to lower H val-

At n8 ( 0 8 x 10 cm
y

new cle ar ly dist inguish-
able minima emerge at infermedia/e filling factors. The
changes in capacitance measured at 6.7 Hz did not ex-
ceed 1%, which confirms that practically all of the sample
area takes part in charging and discharging, and hence
the area of the insulating "islands' (if any) is negligi-
bly small. The highest-H maximum of the capacitance
for n, = 0.74 x 10 cm ~, which corresponds to the
o. minimum at v 1, is displaced to the low-H re-
gion, presumably due to the development of the magnetic
freeze-out at v & 1 and the corresponding diminution of
the efI'ective sample area. The magnitude of these new
capacitance peaks was found to vary linearly with fre-
quency in a range 3—67 Hz, and therefore we attribute
these peaks to a diminution in the dissipative conductiv-
ity of 2D electrons but not to a diminution in the density
of states. The corresponding average o for v 2.7 at

n, 0.74 x 10 cm is of the order of 10~ 0 and agrees
with the results obtained from Re(Z) and R. . This con-
sistency also confirms the homogeneity of the effect over
the "2D bulk. "

One might suppose that the spatial scales of the con-
ductive channels and the insulating islands would be
much less than the oxide thickness. In that case, the
measured capacitance would be approximately equal to
its high-n, , zero-H value even if the area of the insulator
greatly exceeded the conductive area. However, the elec-
tron density within the conductive channels would then
be much higher than its mean value n„ in contradiction
with the Hall resistance measurements.

The H dependencies of Re(Z) and of the capacitance
at low n, , both of which are determined by o, are simi-
lar to each other (apart from a change in sign) though the
capacitance is not sensitive to the resistance of contacts
[unless R „i (( (cuC) ] whereas Re(Z) is. Moreover,
the impedance measurements were performed with var-
ious sets of contacts, and the results were found to be
qualitatively the same. This proves that the observed
resistance anomalies are not afI'ected by the resistance of
the contacts.

C. Canductivities

The results of the impedance measurements evidently
contradict the "partial localization" model, and hence
the current distribution is nearly homogeneous. Thus
one may recalculate the magnetoconductivities o. and
o'~& from the data for R» and p» using the total sam-
ple width. The calculated magnetoconductivity phase
diagrams, o (o. &), are illustrated in Fig. 4, allowing
one to trace the transformation of the ordinary high-n,
maxima at half-integer filling factors into the new state.
For high n, , the rr (o &) dependence [Fig. 4(d)] has its
ordinary form, 0 with cr~~ maxima between 0.2e2/h and
0.3e /h achieved at half-integer fillings. The phase dia-
gram does not significantly change qualitatively or quan-
titatively (in accordance with Ref. 20) in the "metallic
range" of concentration (i.e. , down to n, 1.1 x 10ii
cm ~). Below this value, the points corresponding to
filling factors v 1.5 and 2.5 begin to move to the point
cr» —o» —0, following the trajectories shown by the
arrows in Figs 4(c) to .4(a), while the points correspond-
ing to the integer filling factors (v = 1 and 2) remain
Axed. It must be noted that u

& becomes much less than
rr on approaching the point (0,0), as was expected from
the consistency of p and cr (see above). Changing the
magnetic field induces the transitions between the states
with o ~ 0 and cr &/o —+ 0 and the IQHE states with
o« ~ 0 and sr~„~ e2/h or 2e2/h. At concentrations
below 0.9x 10 cm, the points corresponding to the in-
teger filling factors also begin to move to the point (0,0),
reIIecting the destruction of the IQHE minima. Never-
theless, both the diagonal and Hall conductivities always
remain much higher than those for v 1.5 and 2.7.

III. DISCUSSIAN

The above reported experimental results are evidently
in contradiction with the single-particle localization pic-
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FIG, 4, Magnetoconductivity phase diagrams at diR'erent

electron concentrations for T = 240 mK. The numbers at the
tops of the figures show n, in units of cm . The dot-dashed
curve in the lowest figure shows schematically the expected
(Ref. 20) high-n, o (a „) dependence for 0 & v & 1.

ture. Considering an alternative interpretation of the
eAect —the formation of a pinned electron solid due to
strong interaction between electrons —we note that in
zero or low magnetic field the electron-electron interac-
tion energy E„=e2(7m, ) F /c 100 K at n, = 10
cm is the most important parameter, greatly exceeding
the Fermi energy E& = h em, /2m' 7 K. In quantizing
magnetic fields, when the splittings between energy lev-
els become higher than E„,the electron-electron interac-
tion energy depends not on the total electron concentra-
tion but rather on the concentration of quasielectrons or
quasiholes at the Landau levels: nz = ~n, JVnH—~, where
A/ is the integer nearest to v. Therefore, in quantizing
magnetic fields E„e2(~n~)iF'2/e reaches its maxima
(- 70 K at H = 2 T) at half-integer filling factors and
approaches zero as nz ~ 0 (i.e. , at integer values of v).
Thus it is natural to attribute the observed phenomena to
the formation of the 2D electron solid and its subsequent
melting in the vicinity of the integer filling factors.

Two main theoretical models for the electron solid
have been studied intensively: the Wigner solid (WS)
and the charge-density wave (CDW). In the case of the

ideal WS in a zero-H, zero-T limit, the cold melting is
expected to occur~ i~ at n, ) n, = (r~xa&~) i, where

a~ —h e/(m'e ) is the Bohr radius, and the estimates
of the critical r, value vary over a wide range from 4.5
(Ref. 21) to 33. ' The higher efFective mass and the
lower dielectric constant both increase the "cold melt-
ing" concentration n, in Si inversion layers by a factor of

20 in comparison to the value for GaAs/A1 Gai As
heterostructures. The presence of a magnetic field was
predicted to increase n, further so that for H = 2 T the
melting concentration was estimated to be about 10
cm ~, which corresponds to our experimental data. As
discussed above, in a quantizing magnetic field the WS
should melt at integer filling factors when the splitting
between neighboring levels becomes greater than E„.
The estimated valley and spin splittings for v = 1 and 2
under the conditions of our experiment are of the order of
a few K, which is much less than the calculated E„.
However, we must take into account that (i) the exper-
imental estimation of E„, taken for the same sample,
showed that E„ in quantizing magnetic fields in Si in-
version layers is about 1 order of magnitude less than its
expected theoretical value, and (ii) the splitting between
neighboring energy levels is strongly enhanced (in com-
parison to its initial value) due to exchange eÃectsi~ ig

when the Fermi energy lies between these levels. Thus
the range of existence for the state under study is in rea-
sonable consistency with the theoretical predictions for
a WS. However, we cannot say at present whether the
observed electron solid is a pinned crystal or an electron
glass with no long-range order.

The critical temperature T, for the CDW formed at the
lowest Landau level was calculated in the Hartree-Fock
approximation to be

e~
T, - 0.56 v (1 —~)

lH ~

(where IH is the magnetic length). Its maximum &»ue
estimated for H = 2 T is about 15 K (achieved at v = 2)
and far exceeds the corresponding experimental value,
which is approximately 1 K. However, the experimental
results for E«cited above allow one to suppose the
value of T, in Si inversion layers also be 10 times lower
than predicted by theory, which makes it quite reason-
able. The quasiparticles form the solid state at filling
factors v~ & v & 1 —v~ around the half-integer v, and
remain in the gaseous state away from this region (i.e. ,

around the integer v), where

1 F'1 kTetH
2 4 056e

which follows from the condition that T & T, . The re-
sults for T, are also expected to be valid for higher energy
levels because only the fractional part of v is of impor-
tance (see above). Hence the theoretical preditions for a
CD' in a magnetic field do not contradict our experi-
ment, al result, s either.

In the presence of impurities, both o and o» for the
electron solid were predicted~ to vanish as T ~ 0. This
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is in accordance with our experimental results. Consid-
ering the data obtained for the Hall resistance, we arrive
at the following conclusions.

(i) All electrons (including those in Landau levels be-
low the Fermi energy) participate in formation of the
electron solid (presumably because E„exceeds the un-
enhanced splittings between neighboring levels, and the
levels below the Fermi energy are mixed). Indeed, if only
the electrons occupying the highest Landau level were
condensed, then those from the lower N —1 levels would
give the usual "gaseous" contribution, (N —1)e2/h, to
the Hall conductivity, and this would contradict our ex-
perimental data for cr „(Fig. 4).

(ii) The electron solid can move in an applied elec-
tric field at n, not far below n, [Figs. 1(a)—(c)] since all
electrons have been found to carry a current. If the elec-
tron solid were rigidly pinned, an electron transport could
only arise due to a thermal excitation over a gap between
ground and excited states, and in this case R» would be
much higher than its experimentally determined value.

In closing this paper, we would like to compare the
transport properties of the electron solid in Si inversion
layers with those in GaAs/Al Gai As heterostructures.
First, the solid phase in heterostructures was found to
exist at filling factors slightly above 0.2 and also below
0.2 (Refs. 2—8) in the limit of high magnetic field and

on the background of the incompressible electron liquid.
In Si inversion layers, however, the solid phase exists in
between integer filling factors and appears at essentially
low fields. Second, the longitudinal resistance in the pres-
ence of the solid phase in both cases diverges drastically
as T ~ 0.4 The measurements of the Hall resistance in
heterostructures also showed that the concentration of
the delocalized electrons did not change significantly for
the anomalous R peak at v slightly above 0.2. Strong
nonlinearity is characteristic of transport measurements
in heterostructures in the presence of the electron solid
and this is also in the case in Si. The similarity of the
transport properties in both systems can be considered as
additional evidence for the formation of the solid phase
in Si inversion layers.
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